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Open Healing Evening Date:  -  13 June 2017 

Zutphen Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Marie´s MeetingPlace 
               Lievevrouwestraat 22 
               7201 NG, Zutphen 
               0575-543715 /  06-12295443 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -    11 July 2017 
                           
 

 
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  - 29 June 2017 

Amsterdam Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - LUMEN 
               Nieuwe Keizersgracht 58 
               1018 DT Amsterdam 
                06-48465097 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

  Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -    31 August 2017 
 
                           

                       
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  -  20 June 2017 

Amersfoort Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Mens en Intuitie  
                  Stovestraat 25 
                   3811 KA Amersfoort 
                   06-48465097 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

   Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -       29 August 2017 
                              
                          

   



Healing via the Kabbalistic Tree of Life:  
The Sephirah Geburah (Strength) 

 
 
 

1) A short Hello - Special Introduction to new participants; 
 
2) Place names in bowl for long distance healing;  
 
3) Set up the healing space - (Call in our angels, guides and helpers);  
 
4) Greet the Community of the Archangels of Creation; 
 
5) Set Connections with the Angels of the Higher Laws (Angels of High Magic); 
 
6) Find our Space - take a few moments to become aware of our body & spirit; 
 
7) Ground, ground the room, center, run energy;  
 
8) Perform Ki-Breathing;  
 
9) Prayer of the evening – A Prayer adapted from “a Message from Babaji”;  

 
10) Take a Moment to Express Gratitude; 
 
11) Today’s healing topic: Healing Via the Kabbalistic Tree of Life: The Sephirah Geburah 

(Strength); 
 
12) Perform grounding and centering;   
 
13) Perform Ki-Breathing; 
 
14) Perform Golden Sun Fill-Up; 
 
15) Close (with thanks) the Open Healing Evening;  
 
16) Closing Prayer 
 



 
A Prayer adapted from “a Message from Babaji” 

May we endeavor to Love and Serve all humanity, and be open to assist anyone; 
May we be cheerful, courteous, and a dynamo of irrepressible happiness;  
May we see God and Good in every face;  
May we recognize that there is no Saint without a past and no Sinner without a future; 
May we strive to praise every Soul and let pass out of our lives those whom we cannot praise;  
May we find the courage to be original, to be inventive, and to dare, dare and dare some more;  
May we stand on our own ground and not lean on the borrowed staff of another;  
May we commit to thinking our own thoughts and being fully who we are;  
May we recognize that all Perfection and all the Virtues of the Deity are hidden within ourselves  

- Let us strive to reveal them and allow His Grace to emancipate us; 
May we pray that our essence become like that of a rose, which though silent in tongue may 

speak in the most beautiful language of fragrance;  
And may our life journey become an ever-expanding expression of Love.   -    Amen.  

 

 
 
 

   Closing Prayer 
 

Peace is in the heaven; peace is on the earth; and in the waters. 
The herbs, the plants and the trees are all full of peace. 

The Gods are peaceful. 
Everything in the universe is pervaded by peace. 

May this eternal, universal peace enter our souls and being. 
Peace, peace, peace be unto us all.    -   Amen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Healing via the Kabbalistic Tree of Life:  
The Sephirah Geburah (Strength)  

 
 

Introduction & Discussion 
 
In today’s Open Healing Evening, we shall utilize the qualities of the Sephirah Geburah as 
a source for healing and growth. In the Kabbalistic tradition, the Sephirotic Tree, also 
called the Tree of Life, is presented as an interconnected network of ten Sephirahs, one 
being the Sephirah Geburah. The Tree of Life represents nothing less than the story of 
creation and the pathways of the evolution for the spiritual assent of man. To gain a full 
understanding of the Tree of Life requires a significant level of study, and to present 
anything more then the briefest of outlines is beyond the scope of this Open Healing 
Evening. However, by tapping into the knowledge and wisdom inherent within the Tree of 
Life, it is possible for us to derive healing benefits for this evening and beyond. I have 
included a diagram of the tree of life, which you may find on the last page of this script. 
 
Our intention tonight is to use qualities contained within the Sephirah Geburah as a 
Power for growth and healing. The Sephirah Geburah is termed Strength, and is located in 
on the “left pillar” of the Sephirotic Tree, directly above Sephirah Hod and below 
Sephirah Binah. Sephirah Geburah is directly across from Sephirah Chesed, which is on 
the “right pillar”. From below connecting Sephirah Geburah and Sephirah Chesed is 
Sephirah Tiphareth.  
 
It is in the Sephirah Geburah that we are faced with the qualities of Punitive Justice, 
Severity, Strength, Might, and Fear. Here sits the positive force of destruction, something 
required at all levels of nature. Geburah is a destructor but not an annihilator. It takes 
things and people to pieces only so they may be recreated and evolve along better lines. 
The action of Geburah in ourselves as a purgator ensures good health of body mind and, 
soul, by preventing stagnation and clearing the way for new vitality.   

The Sephirah Geburah and the Sephirah Chesed are polarities; each requires the other so 
that balance may be retained. They are Might and Mercy, each indispensable to the other, 
Terminator the Preserver of Life. The one builds and the other breaks in an endless circle 
of “Cosmic analysis and catalysis”. Chesed brings things together and Geburah takes 
them apart, all for the same reason—Life. They must work reciprocally or not at all. It is 
Chesed that grows and ripens the fruit of the Tree, but it is Geburah that breaks it up for 
nourishment of other lives, and to provide for new seed growth. As such, Geburah and 
Chesed may clearly be seen as the Negative- Positive complements of the same energy-
cycle. And the Sephirah Geburah sits on the feminine pillar, clearly the negative polarity 
of the Creative power.   

 
In examining the Tree of Life, one may observe that the there are ten circles, the ten 
Sephirahs, which are connected by paths. Each Sephirah has been assigned a number, 1 
through 10, and the 22 distinct paths have been assigned numbers 11 to 32. The 



downward flow from Sephirah 1 until Sephirah 10 relates to the journey of manifestation, 
from pure consciousness to matter.  The upward journey presents a pathway of spiritual 
evolution to higher levels of consciousness.  
 
Note that though the Sephirotic Tree is associated with the Kabalistic Hebraic tradition, 
other traditions also maintain this same general idea of a descending manifestation, from 
pure spirit to matter, and then and an ascent from matter to spirit. Sri Aurobindo 
identified a downward force, termed the Divine Descending Force and an upward driving 
force, which he termed the Consciousness Force. The downward process he called an 
“involution” of consciousness, and the upward process he called an “evolution 

 
Another manner in which to journey through the Sephirotic Tree is via the Treble Clef 
(from music) as presented by the Master Omraam Mikhael Aivanhov [2 p 48-49]. 
According to Aivanhov, the treble clef was created via an “itinerary of an ancient 
tradition, well over a thousand years, that of the Sephirotic Tree”. In this, the individual 
commences from the Tiphareth (6) and then follows a path in the following order: Chesed 
(4); Netzach (7); Yesod (9); Hod (8); Geburah (5); Chokma (2); Kether (1); Binah (3); 
Tiphareth (6); Yesod (9); and finally Malkuth (10). This shall constitute the map of the 
journey that we shall follow in the series of Open Healing Evenings in which we shall be 
employing the qualities of the Sephirahs as implements for growth and healing. Also 
according to Master Omraam Mikhael Aivanhov (Ref. 2 p 49): “He who works in depth 
with this progression through the Sephiroth will find that there is a correspondence with 
the Emerald Tablet.” 
 
Though the Tree of Life appears to be a two dimensional structure, it is in essence three-
dimensional. Each Sephirah contains five qualities, or aspects, corresponding to: spirit, 
soul, intellect, heart, and body. These are also termed “Worlds”: World of Origins (Spirit); 
World of Creation (intellect); World of Formation (heart); and World of Expression (body). 
The spirit aspect is represented by a name (an expression) of god. The soul aspect is 
represented by the name of the Sephirah itself. The intellect aspect is represented by the 
chief Archangel that rules the Sephirah's choir of angels. The heart aspect is represented 
by the Order of the Angels that dwell in the Sephirah. Finally, the body aspect is 
represented by a planet. Specifically, for the Sephirah Geburah, the name of god is Elohim 
Gibor, which translates simply to “Almighty God”; the soul value for Geburah is Strength; 
the Archangel ruling Geburah, is the Archangel Khamaël (Desire of God); the Order of 
Angels is Seraphim {Fiery ones or Powers} and the planet is Mars (Maadim). In this 
evening's work, we shall receive healing from all five qualities: the body, heart, intellect, 
soul, and spirit. 
 

Mars, the planet of Sephirah Geburah, is often represented as acting with strength and 
force rather than brains. Yet if Wisdom should fail to maintain harmony, nothing but 
Mars can administer the powerful counterforce needed to regain lost balance. This has 
been an aspect of the human story throughout history. We continue to populate and 
expand domains without means of supporting those lives, and wars, plagues and 
famines, are the only way of rebalancing. We continue to foster conditions of spiritual 



poverty and chaos, and disruption happens among religions. The same is true on mental 
and social levels. Stresses grow to such levels that nothing but a drastic intervention is 
possible. Mars of Geburah then represents the only force capable of freeing us from 
otherwise hopeless entanglements. How serious the consequences may be depends on 
when and how the forces are brought to bear. Correction of unbalance by expeditious 
means is the only motive attributable to Geburic Mars. Mars only fights to the point of 
exhaustion, even though this may be close to that of extinction.  

The sword of Mars may also be seen a surgeon's scalpel, cutting out corruption, 
providing it is used as such while this is still possible. If Mars cannot succeed as a 
surgeon, then he becomes a slayer, and in each case his mission is that of Saviour. As a 
soldier, he has an invaluable lesson of discipline to teach us. Unless we apply discipline 
to ourselves in some way, we shall utterly fail to handle Geburic power safely, and suffer 
the consequences.  

Mars typifies qualities of courage, discipline, obedience to orders, and so forth; and the 
Mars presentation of Geburah should be a warning to us that we must keep ourselves 
disciplined by good judgement, remaining sharp and alert to correct unbalance in 
ourselves as it arises. If we could only fight and win little wars as they occur in ourselves, 
we should never be forced to endure the horrors of global warfare. Far from being an 
enemy, Mars ought to be our best friend, since we should be fighting on the same side 
against a common foe.  

Struggle is an intrinsic part of conscious existence, and Mars surely indicates this in 
Geburah. It is unlikely that we shall climb the Tree of Life without struggle and effort 
constantly exerted to keep us going. This takes power and energy which Geburah offers 
with the caution that we need wisdom to use it properly.  

The heart aspect, termed the World of Formation, is represented by the Angelic order 
Seraphim. The Seraphim are Angels whose task is to bring the principle of Heat to bear 
wherever they are directed in Creation. Heat and Light are of the same source, but with 
differing qualities and functions. The Seraphim in Geburah operate the heat aspect while 
the Angels in Chesed manage the Light. Both principles are actually inseparable but yield 
differing effects.  

The powers of the Seraphim are fundamentally destructive in nature, albeit a controlled 
destruction. Ideally, it is an application of power that exactly accomplishes an intended 
purpose, not more and not less. As Formators of Fire-energy, the Seraphim are not only 
responsible for the physical and emotional effects, but also on the levels of the mind and 
soul. The Seraphim are also capable of setting the “metaphorical” boundaries of, for 
instance, burning zeal or a heated argument.  

On these Inner levels, the Seraphim act in a most valuable way by burning out of us the 
accumulations of useless mental and spiritual rubbish. The challenge for us is to make 
their action selective so that they will only work upon the material whose destruction 
shall beneficial to us. On the Inner Dimensions, to have the Seraphim work in accordance 
to our intention, we must first consciously identify that which needs to be cleared, and 



then withdraw our attachment from that material. Only then may we invoke Seraphim to 
burn them without self-injury.  

Unless we consciously eliminate within ourselves that which is detrimental, we shall be 
limited in our progress. If we do not, the Seraphim enter with their “fiery swords” to clear 
the path ahead for us. The destruction of spiritual rubbish in us is may be termed “the 
Purgatory we must undergo before reaching Paradise”.  

As such, the Seraphim may be regarded to be the Lords of the Purgatorial Fire. According 
to Gray: “the Seraphim do not punish—they purify, and if we have failed to correct our 
faults by other means, the Seraphim will not let us into Paradise without using their fiery 
swords on us. Our only hope then of avoiding pain during this experience is to relinquish 
our hold on what the Seraphim burn. This is what is meant by true "detachment".” 

The intellect aspect, termed the World of Creation, is represented by the Archangel 
Khamaël. Archangel Khamaël translates to the “Desire of God”, and is usually taken to 
mean the “Burner of God” taken literally, or symbolically as burning with affection or 
zeal. The Archangel Khamael is associated with the qualities of Justice and Severity. 
Khamael is associated with Sammael, the Destroying Angel of Death, whose task is to 
eradicate imperfections. These Archangels are not categorized as wicked or evil, but carry 
on an essential task in the economy of Existence.  

The Archangel Khamael is governor of all that is associated with burning, and so may be 
invoked to help us control our destructive tendencies beyond the necessity for their use. 
Archangel Khamael reigns in the world of Creation, and so uses Geburic power 
constructively, destroying nothing without need.  

The Archangel Khamael is often called: "The Right Hand of God", and this of course is the 
sword-hand of Justice—not vengeance. Justice is only concerned with the restoration of 
lost balance and harmony throughout the Tree. Being that the motive of Justice is 
Necessity indicates that the power of Archangel Khamael must never be invoked beyond 
the exact degree of necessity. The balance to Archangel Khamael comes from Chesed. 
Khamael must deal with its function until a point of balance is achieved, but not beyond. 
Chesed must exercise the same care not to unbalance what Khamael has set right. In 
actuality neither power should be used without the other, which is why the Sword and 
Rod are held in the right and left hands.  

Khamael sums up the activities of the Seraphim, and should be seen as a higher form of 
Mars, operating on spiritual levels. Nothing can pass further up the Tree unless purified 
by the power that Archangel Khamael directs. Nothing capable of destruction must pass 
the point controlled by Archangel Khamael.  

The soul aspect is the name of the Sephirah name itself, which is Strength. Also, within 
this are the qualities of Might, Power, Severity, and Justice.  

The spirit aspect, termed the World of Origins, is the god name. Elohim Gibor may simply 
be translated as: “Almighty God”. This is the aspect of god that is invoked before battles 



because the name signified all conquering strength.  Elohim Gibor carries the sense of 
being heroic, mighty, and overpowering.  

The accepted Magical Image of Geburah is a stern Warrior-God and the essence of Elohim 
Gibor is the setting the ends above the means, aiming at results rather than method. Like 
the sword, Elohim Gibor strikes swiftly using strong tactics to accomplish an aim.  

Elohim Gibor may also be seen in the feminine as the Devouring Mother (Eloh Giborah). It 
is a fundamental in nature where one species of life preys upon another in order to 
continue its life. There is no cruelty in this, simply acts void of sentimentality and 
without mercy. And at the higher levels, the survival of the strongest is not merely 
related to the body, but also in soul and spirit.  

Within the Tree of Life, Sephirah Geburah balances and is the polarity of Sephirah 
Chesed. Chesed overproduces, while Geburah eliminates all that is not necessary for the 
maintenance of balance so the cycles of Creation may continue. In ourselves, Elohim 
Giborah teaches us prudence born of poverty before we are allowed to be reckless with 
the plenty of Chesed. An Initiation of Elohim Giborah may be the most terrible we shall 
ever undergo, but it will give us the essential strength for self-limitation without which 
we cannot stay in being. Until we are able to apply such measures to ourselves, we are 
incapable of being trusted with the abundance of Chesed.  

Manifestation is only possible by the means of Limitation, and this includes the energy-
extents of Divine Power in practice. Unless the Infinite One worked within finite limits we 
should not exist. In order to be or do anything we must equally not be or not do other 
things.  

Our challenge for us is to understand the necessity and nature of Elohim Giborah. 
Accepting Elohim Giborah allows us to embrace the delicate scales of Justice before gross 
unbalance yields a “terrible tide of retribution”. When we become proficient in self-
correcting and self-limiting, Geburah and its associations then become allies. Those that 
receive the blessing of Elohim Gibor shall be adepts of self-discipline and auto-correctors 
of unbalance. Health, harmony, and happiness becomes theirs because all causes of 
opposite conditions have been burned out by Geburic fires.  

 
Having described the nature of the Sephirah Geburah, we shall next explore the manners 
in which we might utilize it for healing and perhaps also our growth, development, and 
evolution. There are a number of different manners in which to work with a Sephirah. Not 
being a Kabbalist myself, I do not profess to know all the different manners. But I have 
worked with Sephirahs in two generally distinct ways. The first is to bring the qualities of 
the Sephirah into one's own sphere to receive the benefits and the second is to have some 
aspect of oneself enter into the Sephirah. Since the intellect and heart aspect of the 
Sephirah are an archangel and an order of angels, it is possible to bring them into our 
sphere by inviting the Archangel or angels into a space outside of our aura, by invocation, 
and by evocation. Note that I myself advise not inviting a spirit of the order of and angel 
or archangel in the aura or body because the frequencies are sufficiently high as to 



possibly disturb the body system, which may have consequences. The second method is 
to have an aspect or representative of ourselves enter into the realm of the Sephirah. This 
could be done directly using an aspect of oneself, such as the center of consciousness 
(one's self-consciousness), which I refer to as the Focal Point, or oneself as spirit. Another 
manner, which is more indirect, is to have some form of a representative of oneself be 
stationed in the Sephirah. Though it is quite easy for those who have knowledge of inter-
dimensional travel as a Focal Point, or those who can mental wander throughout the 
spheres to directly enter the Sephirah, this information is actually quite advanced. 
However, for those who are not well versed in this type of work, creating representatives 
is the most effective and efficient manner of experiencing and receiving the benefits of 
the Sephirah Geburah, and this is the method we shall employ in the Open Healing 
Evening. 
 
The basis of the use of a representative is embodied in the Law of the Witness, which 
basically states that when you place a witness of something in a particular energy, force 
field, or environment, then the person or an aspect of that person who is represented by 
that witness, will have the full experience of the energy, force field, or environment. Thus 
the person will be able receive the benefits from being within this environment without 
needing to have any aspect of himself or herself in the environment. The individual will 
also be able perceive the energy, force field, or environment to the degree that his or her 
subtle sensory organs are developed. In performing inner-plane work or working within 
the spheres, a practitioner of the Higher Laws may readily use magical thought-forms and 
magical statues. In this evening's Open Healing Evening, we shall employ these. 
 
The difference between the magical thought forms and the magical statues is that the 
magical thought-forms are usually mental in nature whereas the magical statues are more 
spiritual in their creation. The magical thought-forms create a type of connection whereas 
the statues act as the representative of the individual. The determination of which to 
employ is based on both the experience and the intuition of the practitioner, or facilitator 
of the group experience. 
 
In tonight's Open Healing Evening, we shall employ a very specially created thought-form, 
one created from Supramental Consciousness, for placement in the World of Origins 
(name of god). For all the other "Worlds" of the Sephirah Geburah, we shall employ inner 
plane statues created by the Angels of High Magic utilizing the material of the "Worlds" 
themselves. 

 
 
Practice  

 
Step 1: Enlivening of the Tree of Life 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to enliven each individual's Tree of Life 
(provided as the last page of this script).  
As the work is performed during this Open Healing Evening, participants who are 



sufficiently sensitive may feel or see shifts in the energies or light from the Sephirah 
Geburah or perhaps even another locations in the tree 

 
Step 2: Creation and Stationing of Permanent Thought Form and Statues 

 
a) We shall request the Angels of High Magic create a permanent thought form of the 

individual utilizing Supramental Consciousness to be permanently stationed in the 
World of Origins at the level of Sephirah Geburah. This permanent thought form aligns 
with the god name, Elohim Gibor; 
 

b) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to create a permanent statue comprised of 
the material of the World of Expression of Sephirah Geburah and to have it placed at 
the Mars;  

 
c) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to create a permanent statue comprised of 

the material of the World of Formation of Sephirah Geburah and to have it placed with 
the Angels of the order Seraphim; 

 
d) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to create a permanent statue comprised of 

the material of the World of Creation of Sephirah Geburah and to have it placed with 
Archangel Khamaël; 

 
e) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to create a permanent statue comprised of 

the material of the Soul level of Strength of Sephirah Geburah and to have in placed in 
Strength. 

 
 
Step 3: Activation of the Permanent Thought Form and Statues 

 
a) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent statue in the World 

of Expression.  Tune in and experience; 
 

b) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent statue in the World 
of Formation. Tune in and experience (The Seraphim are Angels whose task is to bring 
the principle of Heat to bear wherever they are directed in Creation. In this exercise, we 
shall take a few moments to meditate so to bring to the surface something in the 
Innerplanes that could best be eliminated (a jealousy, fear, a weakness etc.);  

 
 

c) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent statue in the World 
of Creation. Tune in and experience (Archangel Khamaël translates to Almighty God); 

 
d) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent statue at the Soul 

level of Strength. Tune in and experience (Strength on the soul level). 
 



e) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to activate the permanent thought form in 
the World of Origins. Tune in and experience: (Elohim Gibor). 

 
 

Step 4: Deactivation of the Permanent Thought Form and Statues 
 

a) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent statue in the 
World of Expression; 

 
b) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent statue in the 

World of Formation; 
 

c) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent statue in the 
World of Creation; 

 
d) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent statue at the 

Soul level of Strength; 
 

e) We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate the permanent thought form in 
the World of Origins. 

 
 

Step 5: De-enlivening of the Tree of Life 
 

We shall request the Angels of High Magic to de-enliven each individual's Tree of Life, 
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